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User-generated timeline of “Ebola outbreak”

objective: Automatic generation of timeline 

summaries in real-time for high-impact events



1.

Methodology 



Definition

Major event: high impact events with worldwide influence: “Gulf of 
Mexico oil spill”, “Ebola outbreak”, “Zika virus outbreak”.

Sub-events:  key incidents showing the status of the ongoing major 
event; earn compatible attention, but can only last for a few days, or 
even shorter. 
E.g., “On March 24, two suspected cases in Liberia are announced by the 
Liberian Ministries of Information, Culture, Tourism, and Health. The 
government had also stated that Ebola had ‘crossed over into Liberia,’ but 
did not confirm the information.” is a sub-event of the major event “Ebola 
outbreak”. 

Timeline: the temporal development of a major event; i.e., all the 
sub-events relevant to the major event, listed in chronological order.



pipeline



pipeline

Preprocessing: entity-based filtering + POS tagging



pipeline

Extraction of tweets reporting real-world events



Extaction of tweets reporting real-world events

▸ Filter out tweets expressing personal feelings, or pointless 
“babbles”.

▸ Employ the differences in expression patterns.

▸ Only event-independent features are included: 
● Twitter syntax features: hashtags, at-mentions;
● other users’ reactions: retweets, favourites;
● informality: emoticons, abbreviations;  
● strong feelings: interjections, exclamation and question 

marks;
● fact-related information: numbers, URLs, locations.



pipeline

Sub-event detection in tweets stream



Sub-event detection in tweets stream

▸ Representation based on key terms: noun phrases, verbs 
in original forms, hashtags, URLs, numbers and at-mentions.

▸ Prioritised URL-based clustering strategy: cluster tweets 
contain common useful URL(s).

▸ Threshold-based clustering strategy: 

● Jaccard similarity metric based on Jaro-Winkler 
matching;

● K’: sets of key terms sharing the same meaning.



pipeline

Post-processing of detected sub-events



pipeline

                             Timeline Summarisation



Post-processing & timeline Summarisation

▸ A more rigid, computationally-intensive hierarchical 
clustering step, processed offline, to deal with the 
miss-outs of the online clustering.

▸ Consider temporal feature of sub-events: one sub-event 
will be seen as terminated, if there is no update for M 
days.

▸ Select the most representative tweet in one sub-event 
cluster: 
● textual feature: contains the most information
● temporal feature: contains the newest updates (posted 

timestep+extracted from tweet)



2.

Evaluation on Ebola 

Tweets dataset 

(90,823 tweets, processed 

in posted time order)



Real-world Events Reporting tweets extraction

other real-world Average

Precision 0.828  0.761 0.795

Recall 0.730 0.850 0.790

F1 score 0.799 0.805 0.792



Sub-event detection

CP: clustering precision, the percentage of positive clusters in 
all the generated clusters that contain more than one tweet;
CR: compression ratio, number of detected sub-events divided 
by the total number of tweets.



Sub-event detection



Sub-event Summarisation



201 items in Wikipedia timeline, 126 can find their 

corresponding items;

WHO issued first warning on 25th March, our 

first detected event was on 23rd March.



A generic approach to generate 

real-time timeline for high-impact 

events;

A promising supplement or 

replacement of user-generated 

timeline;

early alarms for disaster surveillance.

Conclusion



Thanks!

any
questions

?


